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LSO.COM   
800.800.8984

Guaranteed

  

ZONE 6 ZONE 7WEIGHT ZONE 2 ZONE 3 ZONE 4 ZONE 5

 

  

With LS0 SIMPLE 2ND DAY 
shipping service, your packages 
are guaranteed to arrive by the 
end of the next business day
—on time!

• Late-night pickup
• Live customer service
• Conveniently-located 

drop boxes
• Online tracking
• Free Express shipping supplies  
• Automated invoice and                     

manifest information
• Custom delivery service
• Superior on-time delivery

NO per package pickup fees 
(regular scheduled pickup 
service fees still apply)

N0 residential delivery fees
NO delivery area surcharge
NO fuel surcharge

For all your shipping needs, use 
LSO Early Overnight, LSO Priority 
Next Day, LSO Economy Next 
Day and LSO Saturday (services 
are available in most areas).

LSO provides regional shipping 
service throughout Texas and 
Oklahoma, as well as select cities 
in Arkansas, Louisiana, New 
Mexico, Mexico and other regions.  

LSO Early Overnight and LSO Saturday Service are not available in conjunction with LSO Simple 2nd Day.

*Letter rate is for LSO Envelopes ONLY up to 8 oz. ** Delivery commitment times may be later in some areas. ***No Pickup Fee for customers using LSO drop boxes or customers who drop off their packages at an LSO Station location. For each
Regular Scheduled Pickup Stop during the week, there is a $4.50 per day / per stop pickup fee. Each $10.00 of combined shipment revenue (includes drop boxes, and customer drops offs) shipped during the week, waives $4.50 in Regular 
Pickup Fees. For On Call pickup fees, Regular Scheduled Pickup fees and all other accessorial fees, see www.LSO.com. Rates shown above do not include additional service fees or fuel surcharge. Hazardous materials are prohibited. There 
is a maximum weight limit of 150lbs per individual package and maximum size of 108" length and 130" combined length and girth. Dimensional weight charges may apply. Rates and fees are subject to change without notice. Packages are 
subject to all LSO terms and conditions; see LSO Service Guide for more information available.
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$16.50  $17.18  $17.92  $20.29  $24.69  $26.06 
$16.50  $17.18  $17.92  $20.29  $24.69  $26.06 
$16.78  $17.53  $18.27  $21.62  $27.32  $30.01 
$17.07  $18.10  $19.34  $23.81  $31.39  $34.76 
$17.58  $18.72  $20.93  $27.80  $36.26  $39.69 
$18.10  $19.34  $22.75  $30.87  $40.50  $44.22 
$18.89  $20.08  $24.79  $33.71  $45.02  $49.14 
$19.69  $22.01  $26.89  $36.83  $50.64  $54.54 
$20.48  $24.00  $28.77  $40.18  $56.03  $60.09 
$21.56  $25.07  $31.09  $43.13  $60.95  $65.88 
$22.58  $26.73  $33.48  $46.08  $65.07  $71.67 
$23.60  $28.14  $35.01  $49.26  $70.24  $76.82 
$24.85  $29.79  $36.94  $52.04  $75.67  $82.38 
$26.61  $31.32  $38.36  $55.16  $80.60  $86.39 
$27.92  $32.96  $40.85  $58.34  $85.53  $90.91 
$28.99  $33.76  $42.84  $60.60  $90.05  $94.93 
$29.67  $34.89  $44.72  $62.57  $94.01  $99.80 
$30.58  $35.92  $46.64  $65.57  $98.25  $105.12 
$31.61  $37.11  $48.34  $67.83  $102.32  $109.76 
$32.85  $38.13  $49.77  $70.61  $106.05  $114.81 
$33.99  $39.77  $51.69  $73.90  $109.83  $118.76 
$35.57  $41.31  $53.63  $76.39  $113.72  $122.83 
$36.66  $43.30  $55.10  $78.53  $117.44  $127.53 
$37.56  $44.26  $57.09  $80.78  $121.68  $131.71 
$38.41  $46.02  $58.91  $83.91  $126.10  $136.87 
$39.67  $47.32  $60.03  $86.79  $130.22  $141.68 
$40.85  $48.63  $62.25  $89.64  $134.64  $146.55 
$42.16  $50.05  $63.84  $92.81  $139.21  $151.48 
$43.52  $51.69  $65.31  $95.01  $142.77  $155.38 
$44.72  $52.66  $67.25  $97.27  $146.60  $159.27 
$45.50  $54.08  $69.57  $100.45  $150.62  $163.56 
$46.87  $55.90  $71.45  $102.70  $154.06  $167.12 
$47.56  $57.14  $73.49  $105.19  $158.58  $171.76 
$48.91  $58.62  $75.53  $107.44  $162.82  $175.71 
$50.45  $59.70  $77.12  $111.20  $167.75  $180.07 
$51.47  $61.52  $78.77  $113.40  $172.79  $184.59 
$52.26  $62.87  $80.41  $115.72  $177.43  $190.43 
$53.23  $63.78  $82.35  $118.72  $182.24  $195.48 
$54.13  $64.75  $84.44  $121.10  $186.89  $200.57 
$55.84  $66.45  $85.86  $123.52  $191.41  $205.91 
$57.26  $68.21  $87.90  $126.30  $195.76  $210.95 
$58.73  $69.86  $88.92  $128.61  $200.18  $216.45 
$59.70  $71.56  $90.74  $131.34  $204.47  $221.78 
$60.95  $73.04  $92.11  $133.53  $209.28  $225.90 
$61.97  $73.94  $94.20  $135.90  $213.35  $229.74 
$62.25  $75.76  $95.57  $137.81  $217.25  $234.04 
$64.18  $76.61  $97.49  $139.89  $220.92  $237.82 
$65.55  $78.14  $99.20  $141.85  $225.21  $241.48 
$66.85  $80.01  $100.90  $143.94  $229.23  $245.61 
$68.21  $81.83  $102.71  $146.48  $233.13  $249.23 
$69.17  $82.85  $104.25  $148.92  $237.13  $252.65 
$70.19  $83.82  $106.07  $149.19  $241.03  $253.12 
$70.99  $85.07  $107.94  $154.53  $244.70  $262.34 
$72.41  $86.76  $109.47  $155.07  $245.07  $266.93 
$73.44  $88.18  $111.17  $155.36  $245.60  $272.09 
$74.79  $89.72  $112.31  $159.43  $256.13  $276.97 
$75.98  $90.86  $112.59  $159.84  $257.19  $277.46 
$76.90  $92.33  $115.94  $167.25  $265.55  $286.52 
$78.32  $93.92  $118.04  $169.91  $270.59  $291.33 
$79.11  $95.05  $120.31  $170.20  $275.64  $296.09 
$79.39  $95.91  $122.24  $175.02  $279.66  $300.31 
$81.55  $97.21  $123.17  $175.51  $280.07  $300.74 
$82.17  $99.08  $123.46  $175.80  $280.68  $301.42 
$82.45  $100.62  $123.74  $179.43  $292.82  $314.88 
$82.73  $101.64  $124.06  $179.80  $297.12  $319.99 
$87.16  $103.74  $130.36  $184.94  $300.08  $325.31 
$88.25  $104.70  $132.00  $185.46  $300.38  $329.44 
$89.04  $106.80  $132.28  $185.61  $300.67  $331.67 
$90.12  $107.66  $135.94  $185.79  $304.68  $331.95 
$91.59  $107.82  $136.31  $186.30  $305.09  $332.64 
$93.01  $110.89  $139.88  $196.39  $310.28  $346.39 
$93.30  $112.42  $140.24  $197.40  $311.28  $347.77 
$93.58  $113.27  $141.93  $204.37  $331.09  $354.59 
$93.86  $113.56  $142.21  $207.75  $333.44  $355.28 
$94.15  $113.84  $142.50  $208.09  $333.73  $355.56 
$97.49  $116.72  $144.20  $212.29  $334.02  $360.14 

$97.83  $117.02  $144.47  $212.71  $339.27  $360.60 
$98.12  $117.30  $147.37  $213.01  $339.80  $369.57 
$99.03  $117.64  $147.66  $213.63  $340.73  $370.75 
$101.59  $124.17  $152.71  $225.93  $359.17  $394.19 
$101.87  $125.36  $153.23  $227.16  $363.07  $396.54 
$102.78  $125.65  $153.51  $227.45  $363.46  $396.80 
$103.80  $128.37  $153.67  $227.60  $363.75  $397.38 
$105.62  $128.65  $153.82  $227.75  $369.49  $408.51 
$105.90  $128.94  $154.27  $228.28  $374.79  $409.63 
$111.17  $131.88  $163.12  $238.79  $375.33  $409.92 
$112.71  $133.65  $164.01  $239.85  $375.61  $410.20 
$113.51  $133.83  $164.30  $240.00  $375.90  $410.49 
$114.46  $134.94  $168.56  $243.00  $376.19  $411.02 
$115.32  $135.09  $169.00  $243.30  $380.83  $421.57 
$115.60  $135.24  $169.15  $243.59  $386.13  $429.67 
$115.88  $135.39  $169.30  $243.74  $386.66  $430.48 
$116.17  $135.54  $169.45  $243.89  $386.96  $431.03 
$117.47  $135.69  $169.60  $244.45  $387.24  $441.23 
$119.23  $135.84  $169.75  $244.74  $387.53  $442.25 
$119.45  $135.99  $170.12  $245.00  $388.71  $442.47 
$122.35  $136.14  $177.52  $249.60  $412.25  $446.87 
$122.64  $136.29  $178.26  $250.06  $414.61  $447.40 
$122.92  $136.44  $178.41  $250.21  $414.85  $447.55 
$123.21  $136.80  $178.92  $251.54  $416.39  $448.81 
$126.00  $144.00  $189.00  $278.00  $447.00  $474.00 
$127.26  $145.44  $190.89  $280.78  $451.47  $478.74 
$128.52  $146.88  $192.78  $283.56  $455.94  $483.48 
$129.78  $148.32  $194.67  $286.34  $460.41  $488.22 
$131.04  $149.76  $196.56  $289.12  $464.88  $492.96 
$132.30  $151.20  $198.45  $291.90  $469.35  $497.70 
$133.56  $152.64  $200.34  $294.68  $473.82  $502.44 
$134.82  $154.08  $202.23  $297.46  $478.29  $507.18 
$136.08  $155.52  $204.12  $300.24  $482.76  $511.92 
$137.34  $156.96  $206.01  $303.02  $487.23  $516.66 
$138.60  $158.40  $207.90  $305.80  $491.70  $521.40 
$139.86  $159.84  $209.79  $308.58  $496.17  $526.14 
$141.12  $161.28  $211.68  $311.36  $500.64  $530.88 
$142.38  $162.72  $213.57  $314.14  $505.11  $535.62 
$143.64  $164.16  $215.46  $316.92  $509.58  $540.36 
$144.90  $165.60  $217.35  $319.70  $514.05  $545.10 
$146.16  $167.04  $219.24  $322.48  $518.52  $549.84 
$147.42  $168.48  $221.13  $325.26  $522.99  $554.58 
$148.68  $169.92  $223.02  $328.04  $527.46  $559.32 
$149.94  $171.36  $224.91  $330.82  $531.93  $564.06 
$151.20  $172.80  $226.80  $333.60  $536.40  $568.80 
$152.46  $174.24  $228.69  $336.38  $540.87  $573.54 
$153.72  $175.68  $230.58  $339.16  $545.34  $578.28 
$154.98  $177.12  $232.47  $341.94  $549.81  $583.02 
$156.24  $178.56  $234.36  $344.72  $554.28  $587.76 
$157.50  $180.00  $236.25  $347.50  $558.75  $592.50 
$158.76  $181.44  $238.14  $350.28  $563.22  $597.24 
$160.02  $182.88  $240.03  $353.06  $567.69  $601.98 
$161.28  $184.32  $241.92  $355.84  $572.16  $606.72 
$162.54  $185.76  $243.81  $358.62  $576.63  $611.46 
$163.80  $187.20  $245.70  $361.40  $581.10  $616.20 
$165.06  $188.64  $247.59  $364.18  $585.57  $620.94 
$166.32  $190.08  $249.48  $366.96  $590.04  $625.68 
$167.58  $191.52  $251.37  $369.74  $594.51  $630.42 
$168.84  $192.96  $253.26  $372.52  $598.98  $635.16 
$170.10  $194.40  $255.15  $375.30  $603.45  $639.90 
$171.36  $195.84  $257.04  $378.08  $607.92  $644.64 
$172.62  $197.28  $258.93  $380.86  $612.39  $649.38 
$173.88  $198.72  $260.82  $383.64  $616.86  $654.12 
$175.14  $200.16  $262.71  $386.42  $621.33  $658.86 
$176.40  $201.60  $264.60  $389.20  $625.80  $663.60 
$177.66  $203.04  $266.49  $391.98  $630.27  $668.34 
$178.92  $204.48  $268.38  $394.76  $634.74  $673.08 
$180.18  $205.92  $270.27  $397.54  $639.21  $677.82 
$181.44  $207.36  $272.16  $400.32  $643.68  $682.56 
$182.70  $208.80  $274.05  $403.10  $648.15  $687.30 
$183.96  $210.24  $275.94  $405.88  $652.62  $692.04 
$185.22  $211.68  $277.83  $408.66  $657.09  $696.78 
$186.48  $213.12  $279.72  $411.44  $661.56  $701.52 
$187.74  $214.56  $281.61  $414.22  $666.03  $706.26 
$189.00  $216.00  $283.50  $417.00  $670.50  $711.00 

LSO Zone Designations:
Zone 2 = 0 to less than 150 miles 

Zone 3 =  150 to less than 300 miles, 

Zone 4 = 300 to less than 600 miles

Zone 5 = 600 to less than 1000 miles

Zone 6 = 1000 to less than 1400 miles

Zone 7 = 1400 to less than 1800 miles
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